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SUMMARY Upcoming mood prediction plays an important role in dif-
ferent topics such as bipolar depression disorder in psychology and quality-
of-life and recommendations on health-related quality of life research. The
mood in this study is defined as the general emotional state of a user. In con-
trast to emotions which is more specific and varying within a day, the mood
is described as having either a positive or negative valence [1]. We propose
an autonomous system that predicts the upcoming user mood based on their
online activities over cyber, social and physical spaces without using extra-
devices and sensors. Recently, many researchers have relied on online so-
cial networks (OSNs) to detect user mood. However, all the existing works
focused on inferring the current mood and only few works have focused
on predicting the upcoming mood. For this reason, we define a new goal
of predicting the upcoming mood. We, first, collected ground truth data
during two months from 383 subjects. Then, we studied the correlation be-
tween extracted features and user’s mood. Finally, we used these features
to train two predictive systems: generalized and personalized. The results
suggest a statistically significant correlation between tomorrow’s mood and
today’s activities on OSNs, which can be used to develop a decent predic-
tive system with an average accuracy of 70% and a recall of 75% for the
correlated users. This performance was increased to an average accuracy
of 79% and a recall of 80% for active users who have more than 30 days of
history data. Moreover, we showed that, for non-active users, referring to a
generalized system can be a solution to compensate the lack of data at the
early stage of the system, but when enough data for each user is available,
a personalized system is used to individually predict the upcoming mood.
key words: mood prediction, pearson correlation, OSNs analysis, au-
tonomous system

1. Introduction

With the appearance of context-aware recommendation sys-
tems (CARS) [2], researchers have given more attention to
user-context analysis in order to provide more accurate rec-
ommendations. In such systems, learning user preferences
is a crucial step. With the growth of online social networks
(OSNs) and the increasing number of active users, online ac-
tivity behavior becomes a rich source of real-time data from
which user preference can be learned. By posting on OSN
accounts, users express their likes, attitude, activities, etc.
resulting in a huge volume of data distributed across OSNs.
Despite its abundance, this data has an obvious user-centric
characteristic which make it more complicated to analyze.

Many works have been done for mood prediction.
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However, most of them have been focused on collecting data
using extra devices like smartphones, body sensors, micro-
phones and cameras [3], [4] or using linguistic features ex-
tracted from user’s online posts to infer the current user’s
mood [5], [6]. Collecting such data is usually aggregated
per day due to its sparseness or to its energy consumption.
For this reason, previous methods can only predict the mood
of today at the end of the day. Although recognizing the cur-
rent mood is important in some domains, it does not provide
any insight for other applications such as recommendation
systems where the upcoming context (i.e. mood) matters to
make customized recommendations for users. Furthermore,
predicting tomorrow’s mood given today’s data have a num-
ber of important clinical benefits. This type of prediction
provides an estimate of a person’s future wellbeing which
could potentially allow them to better prepare for it, or even
better, change it. It is just as a weather forecast gives one
a chance to take an umbrella rather than being left to be
soaked by the rain [7]. Predicting short term mood devel-
opments among depressed patients is defined in the litera-
ture as the task to predict the value reported for the mood of
the patient on the next day [8]. For the reasons mentioned
above, we set the subject of prediction to tomorrow’s mood
instead of upcoming in a few hours.

Upcoming mood prediction plays an important role in
diverse topics such as emotion variety impacts on behav-
ior and decision making [9], bipolar depression disorder in
psychology [8], and recommender systems in artificial intel-
ligence [10]. Early detection could contribute to appropriate
interventions by warning a user that a fall-back might be
expected during the next days, or by applying a strategy to
prevent critical situations [8]. For example, in quality-of-life
recommendation systems, forecasting the mood is essential
to develop actions to boost or to ameliorate the user’s mood
before its degradation. Based on what was described above,
it is be worthwhile to forecast the user’s mood instead of
recognize the current one. To be independent from any de-
vices, we opt for analyzing OSNs data to forecast user’s
mood. To do so, we expand the already existing set of fea-
tures (linguistic-based features) by extracting three types of
features from the user’s online data.

In this paper, we verify the possibility to predict the
upcoming mood of each user (positive, negative and neu-
tral) by analyzing their public OSNs activities on different
dimensions, namely cyber, social and physical spaces with-
out using extra devices/sensors. The cyber space refers to
the user online activities. The social space is related to the
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user social connectivity, such as people accompanying the
user, etc. The physical space shows the activity and/or the
location (restaurant, for example) in real world.

To validate our proposal, we have conducted an ex-
periment over two months where we collected user’s daily
self-report about their mood and recorded their activities on
OSNs. Next, we studied the correlation between tomorrow’s
mood (positive, negative and neutral) and today’s online ac-
tivities on OSNs for each individual user and for different
groups, namely women, men, active users, non-active users.
Finally, we built two predictive systems; personalized and
generalized systems. The personalized system is trained for
each user separately using their own public data. If a user
does not have enough history data, we refer to the gener-
alized system to infer their mood. It uses the data collected
from a set of users to train the predictive system. The results
showed that tomorrow’s mood can be predicted using user’s
public online data over cyber, social and physical spaces.
We showed, also, how to overcome the sparsity of data at
the early stage of the system by using a generalized predic-
tive system per gender.

To summarize, we proposed the extraction of cyber,
social and physical features from user’s OSNs accounts to
train a generalized and a personalized mood predictive sys-
tem that predicts the upcoming mood of a user. We com-
pared the performance of our systems to the performance of
two conventional linguistic-based methods. Our proposed
method shows a better performance in terms of precision,
recall and accuracy than the linguistic-based methods.

2. Related Work

Previous works can be categorized into two categories; cur-
rent mood prediction and upcoming mood prediction.

2.1 Current Mood Prediction

Many works in the literature analyzed user’s online data to
predict its psychological state. These works focused on:

• Psychological state like personality traits of a user
(OCEAN) [11], [12]. To do so, the authors in [11]
studied the correlation between OCEAN and the type
of Twitter user (Listener, Popular, Highly-read and in-
fluential). However, in [12], the correlation was cal-
culated between OCEAN and some features extracted
from Instagram images.
• Psychological illness detection like depressive disor-

der [13] or postpartum depression in new mothers [14].
The authors use features related to emotion, engage-
ment, ego-network and linguistic style to classifier
users into depressive and non- depressive classes [13]
and to detect the change in emotions in new moth-
ers [14].
• Current mood or change of mood prediction [5], [6],

[15]. A collective sentiment study was considered in
[15] where the authors compare sentiment change over

multiple topics (iPhone, Android, Blackberry). M.
Roshanaei explored a number of potential features re-
lated to mood [5]; linguistic, psychological features,
gender, diurnal online activity and personal activity us-
ing Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) dic-
tionary. No results were shown related to correlation
or prediction. A more recent work was reported in [6]
where the authors extracted features based on online
activity on Twitter and Facebook to track the change of
mood of a user. However, they collected a very specific
dataset (32 highly active students) in a specific period
of time (exam then vacation). The data was aggregated
using a window of 7 days and results show that only
16 students were highly correlated with the extracted
features.
• Mood prediction from phone usage data [3], [16]. In

these works, an application should be installed on the
user’s mobile phone to collect phone usage data. In
[16], the authors recorded the user’s social interaction
by counting the number of messages, emails, duration
of calls. In order to predict user’s mood, the application
should access to the content of messages to count the
number of words and characters used which may cause
privacy issues.

In all papers mentioned above, the eventual goal was pre-
dicting the current mood and not the upcoming one. In ad-
dition, predicting user’s mood from phone data requires the
installation of a specific application which consumes more
energy depending on the frequency of data collection and
may cause some privacy issue when accessing to the user’s
private data. Moreover, OSN-based methods, mentioned
above, assume the existence of text-based content in user’s
posts to extract linguistic features, which makes them not
effective in cases where text-based content is not available.
An example of such information is a check-in post on OSNs
such as Instagram or Foursquare, without any textual com-
ments from the user.

2.2 Upcoming Mood Prediction

Despite the large amount of works on mood prediction,
forecasting the mood has not been well studied. Existing
works focused on forecasting a health care problem such
as forecasting severe depression based on self-reported his-
tories [17]. Suhara et al. developed a smartphone applica-
tion to collect user inputs about mood, medication records,
sleeping hours, etc. The results show that two weeks his-
tory data are indicative to forecast depression. The method
described in DeepMood [17] suffers from the amount of
noise introduced by the user. Since users are inconsis-
tent in giving their history, the effectiveness of such system
is questionable. Besides, self-report poses additional bur-
den for users which makes them unsatisfied with the sys-
tem. More recent work [7] focused on predicting tomor-
row’s mood (happy/sad), stress (stressed/calm) and health
(sick/healthy) by extracting a large number of features from
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smartphone logs, physiological sensors and behavioral sur-
veys. This method is not practical since the user must wear
and carry extra devices/sensors.

3. Proposed Method

The essential points of the proposed method are the extrac-
tion of features from multiple dimensions and the autonomy
of the system:

• Extracting three types of features to the linguistic type
of features: cyber, social and physical (location). Ex-
isting works focused on analyzing the content of a
user post (usually tweets from Twitter) by extracting
linguistic and psychological features and/or features
related to cyber activities (count of positive/negative
tweets, count of active/passive posts, time of post, etc.).
However, users are using different types of social net-
works that generate data with multiple dimensions on
cyber, social and physical spaces. Having multiple ac-
counts, a user can post on one account or on several
accounts, can post either text-only, image/link/hashtag-
only or multi-modal (text and image/video) posts. Let’s
consider the scenario where the user posts a non-text
tweet on Twitter or shares its location from Foursquare.
Conventional works cannot predict the mood because,
no text is available to analyze, in this case. However,
in our method, we rely, not only on cyber features but
also on features related to physical (check-in) and so-
cial (mentioned people) spaces. These features allow
us to predict the mood even when the user is not tweet-
ing that day by looking at his location or people he is
with.
• Building an autonomous method that predicts the

mood without the need of any extra devices and ap-
plications installed on user’s mobile phone.

3.1 Methodology

In order to predict the upcoming mood of a user, we build a
multi-stage system as shown in Fig. 1. First, for each user,
we collect their IDs on Twitter and Instagram. We down-
load their posts and activities on OSNs within the study pe-
riod. We extract not only linguistic features but also cy-
ber, social and physical types of features from each user’s
post. Then, we calculate the correlation (Pearson coefficient
(r ∈ [−1, 1])) between these features and the user’s mood of
the following day (see Fig. 2). The result of the correlation
will be used to train the predictive system. Only signifi-
cantly correlated features are selected and concatenated in a
vector-like format, which is used to train the mood predic-
tor. The predicted mood m̃(u, t) for user u at day t is defined
as:

m̃(u, t) = Predict(F(u, t − 1)) (1)

where Predict is the learning algorithm used for prediction
and F is the set of features defined as:

Fig. 1 Flow chart of the mood prediction system

Fig. 2 Correlation between extracted features and target mood

F(u, t−1) =< f1(u, t−1), f2(u, t−1), . . . , fn(u, t−1) >;

n is the number of features and fi(u, t − 1) is the feature
number i, extracted at day t − 1, for user u.

3.2 Online Data

Online data includes data about the participants’ online ac-
tivities on Twitter and Instagram (public data only). Since
all participants are from Japan, the collected posts were in
Japanese. Two crawlers were developed to collect all users’
posts on a daily basis.

For Twitter, we used Twitter search API to collect all
tweets posted during the study. For Instagram, we down-
loaded, during the study, all users’ posts including images
captions. The collected data was later aggregated per day
for each user.

3.3 Feature Extraction

As claimed in our proposed method, we extracted not only
linguistic but also non-linguistic features that can be used to
predict the mood in days where non-text data is available.
To forecast user’s mood on a specific day, we extract fea-
tures from OSNs activities of the previous day. We explored
the following three types of features to design our predic-
tive system. Cyber features were selected according to the
literature (count of positive/negative tweets, count of ac-
tive/passive posts, time of post, etc.) [6], [18]. The count of
positive and negative posts are calculated by applying senti-
ment analysis to tweets and Instagram posts (caption) using
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Table 1 Foursquare venue category list

ID Venue Category List of Venues
1 Arts & Entertainment Amphitheater, Aquarium, Art Gallery, Circus, Concert Hall, Karaoke Box,

Movie Theater, Historic site, Museum, Music venue, Pachinko, Public art
(street art, sculpture), Stadium, Theme Park, Water Park, Zoo.

2 College & University
3 Event Christmas Market, Conference, Festival, Line/Queue, Sale, Parade, Street fair.
4 Food Restaurant, Coffee shop, Bakery, Dessert shop, Ice cream shop, Donut shop,

Diner, Food truck, Juice bar, Tea room, Snack
5 Nightlife Spot Bar, Lounge, Night Market, Nightclub
6 Outdoors & Recreation Athletics & Sports, Bathing Area, Bay, Beach, Bike Trail, gardens, Bridge,

Cave, Castle, Farm, Forest, Fountain, Harbor /Marina, Hot Spring, Indoor Play
Area, Playground, Light house, Lake, Pool, Rafting, States & Municipalities,
Summer camp, Ski, Nature, Park, Waterfall, Well

7 Professional & Other Places Auditorium, Building, Business Center, Meeting Room, Government Building
(Town Hall, Police station), Industrial Estate, Library, Medical Center (Doc-
tors, hospital), Parking, Post office, Power plant, Schools, Church, Mosque,
Temple, Wedding Hall, Landmark.

8 Residence Home (private), Residential Building (Apartment / Condo), Assisted Living.
9 Shop & Service ATM, Adult Boutique, Chocolate shop, Women’s store, Cosmetics, Arts &

Crafts Store, Auto Garage, Bank, Bike Shop, Book store, Accessories Store,
Convenience Store, Discount Store, Drugstore, IT Services, Lottery, Mobile
Phone Shop, Nail Salon, Shopping Mall.

10 Travel & Transport Airport, Baggage Locker, Bike Rental / Bike Share, Boat or Ferry, Bus Stop,
Cruise, Hotel, Taxi, Train.

Table 2 Features description and statistics for Pearson’s correlation between feature and tomorrow’s
mood

Feature Social Net-
work

Feature Name Feature Description Mean(r) Variance(r) standard error(r)

Twitter Negative text count the count of negative tweets on Twitter per day 0.52 0.11 0.06
Instagram Negative caption

count
the count of negative caption on Instagram per day 0.51 0.01 0.01

Twitter Positive text count the count of positive tweets on Twitter per day 0.64 0.11 0.06
Instagram Positive caption

count
the count of positive caption on Instagram per day 0.61 0.05 0.02

Twitter Hashtag count the count of hashtags per day 0.56 0.07 0.05
Twitter Media count the number of media attached to all tweets in a day 0.42 0.01 0.008
Twitter Source the number of tweets, per day, generated from applica-

tions other than Twitter
0.53 0.05 0.01

Twitter Weekday v.s. week-
end

1 if the day is weekday (Monday to Friday) and 0 if
weekend (Saturday and Sunday)

0.55 0.08 0.03

Cyber Twitter Day v.s. night the ratio of number of tweets at daytime (from 6 am to
8 pm) over nighttime (from 8 pm to 6 am)

0.56 0.09 0.03

Twitter Active v.s. passive the ratio of active actions over the sum of active (posts
done by user) and passive actions (retweets)

0.54 0.06 0.01

Instagram Hue the average hue value over all images posted in a spe-
cific day (a value between 0 and 1).

0.59 0.06 0.03

Instagram Saturation the average saturation value over all images posted in a
specific day (a value between 0 and 1)

0.59 0.06 0.03

Instagram Brightness the average brightness value over all images posted in
a specific day (a value between 0 and 1)

0.69 0.04 0.02

Social Twitter Mention count the number of mentions per day 0.47 0.09 0.04
Twitter Favourites count the number of favourite per day 0.47 0.05 0.01
Instagram Like count the number of like aggregated per day 0.58 0.07 0.03
Instagram Comment count the number of comments on Instagram post aggregated

per day
0.46 0.05 0.03

Physical Instagram Location tags 10-dimensional feature in which each dimension ex-
presses a Foursquare venue category (1: visited, 0: non
visited)

0.78 0.02 0.01

Instagram Geo-tag shared 1 if the user’s post on Instagram has a geo-tag informa-
tion and 0 otherwise

0.38 0.007 0.004

Google Cloud Natural Language API†. The social features
are related to the user’s social connectivity, such as people

†https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/

accompanying the user (mentions). The physical features
show the activity and/or the location (restaurant, for exam-
ple) in real world. The detailed list of the extracted features
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is described in Table 2. The list of the extracted features has
more cyber features than other types of features, because so-
cial and physical features are more difficult to extract from
public SNS data. To extract more social features (list of
friends, like list of your friends, etc) and physical features
(location data) we need to collect non-public information.

In this work, we asked three labelers to extract location
data from Instagram posts. The labeling task corresponds
to giving one or multiple labels to each post referring to
Foursquare venue category list (see Table 1). We consider
Foursquare to reflect people actual activities, because we
think that the venue category such as food, university and
professional places is highly correlated to high-level activi-
ties such as eating, studying and working. To do so, the la-
belers rely on the geo-tag information (if available), caption
and hashtags associated with each post. To each post, we as-
sociate the labels that have a high labeling agreement from
all labelers. This feature can be extracted automatically by
using a machine learning algorithm to categorize user’s lo-
cation information into one of Foursquare venue categories.
This, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. When a
feature is not available, we append ‘0’ or ‘false’ in the fea-
ture vector, depending on feature’s definition. All the fea-
tures in Table 2 are normalized using z-score normalization.

3.4 Prediction Algorithm

We tried different prediction algorithms including linear re-
gression, k-NN, SVR, multi-layer perception, REPTree and
Random Forest. Referring to the results presented in our
previous work [19], we found that Random Forest was the
best performing algorithm. For this reason, we chose Ran-
dom Forest as prediction algorithm in this work.

4. Data Collection

4.1 Experiment Details

Our goal is to predict the user’s upcoming mood au-
tonomously based on their activities on OSNs without refer-
ring to extra devices or sensors. To achieve this, we first col-
lect both online data and ground truth data about the mood
of a set of Japanese users. We recruited participants for our
experiment using an online survey company. Each user is
requested to share their OSNs IDs and to report their over-
all mood at the end of the each day during the experiment
by answering the following question: “How was your mood
today, for the whole day in general?”. We have an agree-
ment from all participants on the condition to collect their
data. Collecting the overall mood at the end of the day re-
flects our research objective of forecasting the overall mood
of tomorrow and not the instantaneous mood.

We recruited users who are relatively active on Twitter,
and Instagram or Foursquare. Facebook was omitted from
our experiment because our data collection app was not ap-
proved in the Facebook review process. 383 users were
chosen to participate in this study with 136 male and 247

Fig. 3 The age range in the collected data

female. All the 383 users have accounts on Twitter and In-
stagram. However, only 12 among them have a Foursquare
account. In Japan, Foursquare is not among the highly used
location-based applications. For this, we focused on In-
stagram as a source for location data. We ran the study
for two months from May to July 2017. Each participant
was requested to report daily about their mood on a Likert
scale from 1 (very bad) to 5 (very good). Considering the
amount of the collected data, we grouped the self-reported
mood into 3 classes; positive (mood score: 4 and 5), nega-
tive (mood score: 1 and 2) and neutral (mood score: 3). A
number of participants were deleted from the analysis using
the below mentioned heuristics:

• Participants with private accounts or wrong OSNs IDs.
• Participants with one instance in each mood class.
• Participants with less than 10 days of online activity.
• Participants who entered the same mood every day dur-

ing the experiment period (two months).

After data cleansing, the number of users in the dataset be-
comes 203.

4.2 Data Statistics

The majority of the participants were between 20 to 34 years
old (see Fig. 3) with different professions.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of user profession;
16.4% Employee (office), 16% Housewives (husbands) and
14.3% were students.

4.3 Data Sample

We present in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 a sample of SNS data. To
respect copyright condition when we recruited the partici-
pants, we presented a sample of fictive data. For Instagram,
users can edit and upload photos and short videos on the
platform. Users can add a caption to each of their posts
and use hashtags and location-based geotags to index these
posts. However, for Twitter, the tweet is limited to 140 char-
acters or less. A tweet may contain text including hyperlink
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Fig. 4 Profession of the participants in our experiment

Fig. 5 Sample data: instagram

Fig. 6 Sample data: twitter

and picture. Tweets can be associated with a location, gen-
erating a tweet with geo-tag information.

5. Features Analysis

5.1 Correlation Analysis

The objective of this analysis is to check whether the ex-

Fig. 7 Distribution of Jaccard coefficient

tracted features are relevant for predicting the upcoming
mood of user. We refer to Pearson correlation to test the sta-
tistical relationship between each feature and the user mood.
Table 2 reports the results with statistically significant cor-
relations adjusted using Bonferroni correction (p < 0.05/N
where N is the total number of features). Among 203 users,
we found 127 users who have at least one feature with statis-
tically significant correlations. For each feature, the mean,
variance and the standard error of Pearson coefficient were
calculated over the 127 users.

The results in Table 2 suggest the existence of statis-
tically significant correlation between the mood and the se-
lected features. Moreover, the result of Pearson coefficient r
shows a high correlation between the selected set of features
and the upcoming mood. The highest correlation was with
geo-location feature with a Pearson value equals to 0.78. In-
stagram features extracted from images have, also, a high
correlation with user’s mood. This result is in alignment
with our claim, that not only linguistic-based features that
correlate with user’s mood and that expanding the set of fea-
tures to linguistic and non-linguistic features allows to have
more correlated users than using only linguistic-based fea-
ture when forecasting their mood.

5.2 Features Stability

To test whether the set of feature per user change over time,
we observe the users’ feature sets selected from different
time periods. For each user, we apply feature selection to
select the highly correlated features from data collected in
40 days to form a feature set (F1) and then we use the same
method to select a feature set F2 in 60 days long. We refer
to Jaccard coefficient to measure the similarity of the two
feature set F1 and F2. Jaccard coefficient is a value between
0 and 1. The higher the value is the more similar the two
sets of features are. We show in Fig. 7 the distribution of
the Jaccard coefficient. As shown in the figure, the half of
users have a similarity coefficient larger than or equal to 0.7,
which means their feature sets are unchanged during the pe-
riod of experiment. This result implies that the extracted
feature set changes slowly over time. We can say that our
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learning model can be applied for a relative long period of
time without the need of frequent updates.

6. Prediction Evaluation

In this section, we focus on the correlated users to evaluate
our proposal in terms of overall accuracy, precision and re-
call. We compare the performance with two linguistic-based
methods.

1. Cyber-conventional: we extract the same features, de-
scribed in [6], from a specific day and predict tomor-
row’s mood.

2. Linguistic-based method: we only use linguistic fea-
tures to predict the upcoming user’s mood. These fea-
tures are related to text sentiment analysis. For this,
we referred to Google Cloud Natural Language API
to calculate negative/positive text count from Twitter
posts and negative/positive caption count from Insta-
gram posts. We use for this method, the first four fea-
tures described in Table 2.

6.1 Personalized Mood Prediction

The goal, here, is to predict the upcoming mood of each user
individually using their own collected data. The upcoming
user mood of each day during the experiment is predicted
and the average value is calculated over our 127 users. We
use 4-fold cross validation to validate our model.

Table 3 summarizes the results in terms of accuracy,
precision and recall. The proposed method shows an accu-
racy of 70% and a recall of 75%. This result outperforms
the conventional schemes in all metrics. For example, the
proposal performs better by 22 percentage points compared
to the linguistic-based method in terms of recall. This re-
sult shows that user’s mood can be forecast using cyber-
social-physical features extracted from their online public
data without using extra sensors or devices.

Moreover, we evaluate the performance of the proposal
on a subspace of features to identify which combination is
the best for prediction. The results are shown in Table 4.
The results show that the combination of all features is the

Table 3 Personalized: comparison between conventional methods and
our proposal in forecasting user’s mood

Linguistic-based Cyber-conventional Proposal
Accuracy 0.55 0.62 0.70
Precision 0.59 0.67 0.73

Recall 0.53 0.69 0.75

Table 4 Personalized: proposal performance evaluation using a sub-
space of features

All Cyber-
only

Social-
only

Physical-
only

Cyber-
Social

Cyber-
Physical

Social-
Physical

Accuracy 0.70 0.55 0.52 0.54 0.60 0.62 0.61
Precision 0.73 0.53 0.56 0.58 0.63 0.67 0.67
Recall 0.75 0.57 0.61 0.60 0.64 0.60 0.69

best for predicting tomorrow’s mood. Also, the combination
of social-physical features is the best in terms of precision
and recall.

6.1.1 The Effect of User Activeness on the Performance

The results about performance of the personalized system
brings up a question about how much history data we need
for each user to develop a decent predictive system for to-
morrow’s mood. To answer this question, we divided our
users into two groups: active and non-active users.

• Active users: who have more than 30 days of online
activity on OSN during the experiment. The number of
active users in this group is 73.
• Non-Active users: who have less than 30 days of online

activity on OSN during the experiment. The number of
users in this group is 54.

We studied the performance of our personalized system in
terms of accuracy, precision and recall averaged over the
number of users in each group. The results are reported as
follows.

(1) For Active users:

It is obvious that by considering only active users on OSNs,
we can see a higher performance compared to the results
shown in Table 3 of the personalized system averaged
over all users. Also, the result in Table 5 shows that the
proposal outperforms the conventional schemes; the recall
value reaches 80% and a precision of 82%. This result
shows that the activeness of the users will apply an affect
on the prediction results. The more active the user is on
OSNs, the higher accuracy we get in predicting the upcom-
ing mood. However, people are usually active on one social
network more than another. For this, we also show the re-
sult of Twitter-based features vs. Instagram-based features
in Table 6. Instagram-based features outperform Twitter-
based features, because these features expand over all spaces
namely cyber, social and physical. Also, the accuracy de-
creased from 79% when extracting features from all SNS ac-
counts to 74% when considering Instagram-based features.

(2) For Non-Active users:

Since users of this group have less than 30 instances dur-

Table 5 Active users: comparison between conventional methods and
our proposal in forecasting user’s mood

Linguistic-based Cyber-conventional Proposal
Accuracy 0.58 0.69 0.79
Precision 0.64 0.71 0.82

Recall 0.59 0.70 0.80

Table 6 Active users: comparison between twitter-based and instagram-
based features in forecasting user’s mood

Twitter-based Instagram-based
Accuracy 0.70 0.74
Precision 0.72 0.76

Recall 0.70 0.75
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Table 7 Non-active users: comparison between conventional methods
and our proposal in forecasting user’s mood

Linguistic-based Cyber-conventional Proposal
Accuracy 0.45 0.49 0.56
Precision 0.51 0.53 0.59

Recall 0.50 0.50 0.57

Table 8 Non-active users: comparison between twitter-based and
instagram-based features in forecasting user’s mood

Twitter-based Instagram-based
Accuracy 0.49 0.54
Precision 0.52 0.57

Recall 0.49 0.55

ing the experiment, the data set for each mood class (posi-
tive, negative and neutral) is quite small that leads to a low
performance (see Table 7) compared to the results in Ta-
ble 3. However, compared to linguistic-based and cyber-
conventional methods, our proposal is performing better in
terms of accuracy, precision and recall.

As we did in the analysis of active users, we show the
result of Twitter-based features vs. Instagram-based features
in Table 8. For non-active users, the accuracy decreased
by only 2 percentage points when using Instagram-only fea-
tures. The effect of selecting features from one social net-
work depends on the activeness of users on SNS. The more
active the user is the more effect will be on the result. Our
study shows that we needed to gather a certain amount of
data about each user separately to get a decent personalized
system.

6.2 Generalized Mood Prediction

The availability of individual data is not always guaranteed,
especially at the initial phase of the system. To overcome
data sparsity in the case of non-active users or when a new
user joins the system, we opt for a generalized mood pre-
dictive system that uses the data collected from all users to
predict the mood of a specific user. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of the generalized system to see whether the generic
system can be a solution to compensate the lack of data at
the early stage of the system.

(1) All users:

We use all the collected data with 4-fold cross validation to
build a one-for-all mood predictive system. The total num-
ber of users is 127. We report the result in terms of ac-
curacy, precision and recall for tri-class classifier (positive,
negative and neutral). Comparing the result of prediction,
in Table 9 between conventional methods (linguistic-based
and cyber-conventional) and our proposal, we can say that
linguistic-based method performs slightly better than a ran-
dom prediction; precision and recall value are 0.37 and 0.38,
respectively. However, the proposed method can predict the
upcoming mood with a precision of 0.53 and a recall of 0.55.
Also, the performance of cyber-conventional method was
lower by 12 percentage points than the proposal in terms of

Table 9 All users: comparison between conventional methods and our
proposal in forecasting user’s mood

Linguistic-based Cyber-conventional Proposal
Accuracy 0.40 0.45 0.49
Precision 0.37 0.41 0.53

Recall 0.38 0.43 0.55

Table 10 All users: proposal performance evaluation using a sub-space
of features

All Cyber-
only

Social-
only

Physical-
only

Cyber-
Social

Cyber-
Physical

Social-
Physical

Accuracy 0.49 0.40 0.34 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.46
Precision 0.53 0.44 0.31 0.47 0.48 0.52 0.51
Recall 0.55 0.47 0.39 0.45 0.49 0.53 0.52

precision and recall. The result in Table 9 shows a weak per-
formance for the generalized predictive system. This result
comes from the characteristics of the mood; user-dependent.
Moreover, we evaluate the performance of proposal when
using different subspace of features to identify which com-
bination is the best for prediction. The results in Table 10
show that when comparing the performance of each sub-
space alone, we found that cyber and physical subspaces are
performing better than the social subspace. Same as the re-
sults found in personalized system, the combination of all
features gives the best performance followed by the combi-
nation of cyber-physical subspace.

To summarize, we say that we couldn’t get a good pre-
diction from one-to-all model. For this, we tried to build
a generalized system, but for a smaller group of users who
have a specific characteristic in common in order to improve
the accuracy of the generalized predictive system. There are
some demographics that are correlated to mood such as age,
gender and profession. In this work, we started with the
most basic information i.e., gender. The age and profession
are too granularly divided to generate a generic model from
the data that we have. For this reason, we decided to build
a generalized mood based on the gender information. The
gender information divide the set of all-users into a smaller
sets to make the prediction easier. We defined two study
groups:

• Men: The number of men is our dataset is 50.
• Women: Then number of women is 77.

For each group, we trained a new generalized system per
gender and report the result as follows:

(2) Men:

As shown in Table 11, considering a general classifier for
men ameliorate the performance of the generalized system.
The accuracy goes from 0.49 in one-for-all predictive sys-
tem to 0.63 for men-only predictive system. When compar-
ing the performance between conventional methods and our
proposal, we can see a 10 and 5 percentage points of amelio-
ration in accuracy, precision and recall over linguistic-based
and cyber-conventional method, respectively.
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Table 11 Men: comparison between conventional methods and our pro-
posal in forecasting user’s mood

Linguistic-based Cyber-conventional Proposal
Accuracy 0.53 0.57 0.63
Precision 0.60 0.63 0.68

Recall 0.56 0.60 0.65

Table 12 Women: comparison between conventional methods and our
proposal in forecasting user’s mood

Linguistic-based Cyber-conventional Proposal
Accuracy 0.60 0.64 0.68
Precision 0.58 0.65 0.74

Recall 0.48 0.58 0.70

(3) Women:

The amelioration in terms of accuracy is almost 20 percent-
age points compared to the one-for-all system. Also, our
proposal outperforms the conventional methods in all met-
rics. For recall results, the proposal achieves 0.70 com-
pared to 0.48 for linguistic-based method and 0.58 for cyber-
conventional method. We can say that women predictive
system (accuracy 68%) performs better than men predictive
system (accuracy 63%). This is justified by the fact that
women are the more emotionally expressive gender [20].
The results shown in Table 11 and Table 12 are in align with
our claim that considering a general classifier for a set of
users ameliorates the performance of the generalized sys-
tem. Of course, the performance of the generalized systems
(i.e., men, women) could not reach the performance of the
personalized system but, at least we can refer to such sys-
tem when the user has no enough history data to build his
own personalized system. To conclude, using the combined
data from a group of users who have a specific characteris-
tic (i.e., gender) in common could be a solution to overcome
data sparsity at the initial phase of the system. However, to
achieve a decent prediction results a personalized system is
essential when having enough history data.

To support this conclusion, we conducted an experi-
ment considering users who have more than 30 days of on-
line activities on OSNs (73 users). We compared the average
performance (F1-measure) over all users between personal-
ized and generalized (per gender) systems. We plotted the
result in Fig. 8. As we can see from the personalized system
in red line, the more data we have the better the performance
is. At early stage, the generalized system is performing bet-
ter than the personalized system, because of lack of informa-
tion about each user. However, when time elapses, the per-
sonalized system outperforms the generalized system after
collecting enough data about the user. From Fig. 8, we can
say that for the users in this simulation, the turning point is
located at day 28 when the personalized system outperforms
the generalized system. The position of this turning point
over time differs from one user to another. Identifying the
turning point defines when the system should switch from
the generalized (gender-based) system to the personalized
one when forecasting a user’s mood. One method to do this

Fig. 8 Comparison between gender-based and personalized systems in
terms of F1-measure

is to wait until the performance of the personalized system
outperforms the generalized system for a specific time win-
dow before switching to the personalized prediction. The
study of the optimal time is beyond the scope of this paper.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we implement a personalized and generalized
system for forecasting the mood based on online data on
user’s OSN accounts. We have shown that predicting tomor-
row’s mood can be done using his cyber, social and physical
features extracted, today, from the user’s public information
shared on online social networks (OSNs). This task is dif-
ferent from predicting the current user’s mood. To do so, we
conducted an experiment for two months to collect ground
truth data about user’s mood and their OSNs public data.

The result of a personalized predictive system showed
a high performance of the proposed method in terms of ac-
curacy (70%), precision (73%) and recall (75%). Our results
suggested that the performance of the personalized system
depends on the activeness of the user on OSNs. For users
with 30 days of history data, we achieved 82% in terms of
precision. We also showed that a general predictive system
for a set of users (i.e; women, men) can be used at the early
stage of the system when no enough data is available to build
a personalized system for each user separately.

As mentioned in Sect. 5.1, not all the users in our exper-
iment showed a statistically significant correlation with the
extracted features. Expanding the analysis to multiple data
sources can be a solution to this limitation. That is why, as
future work, we want to expand our experiments by analyz-
ing data of each user gathered from OSNs and smartphone
sensors. Moreover, in this work, the mood was treated as a
tertiary state (e.g., negative, positive and neutral). However,
there are multiple ways to extend the proposed method. We
hope future work will develop these extensions and achieve
a precise forecast for a multi-class state of user’s mood. We,
also, plan to study the effect of history data on forecasting
user’s mood and to expand our set of features by considering
more social networks.
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